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ABSTRACT

Flipped or inverted learning is a type of blended learning that involves the use of educational technology to switch or flip what is traditionally done in the classroom with what is done as homework. With the flipped model, lectures are often recorded for students to watch at home while traditional homework, or projects that involve application, are done in the classroom with the teacher available as a guide and resource. Like any new teaching method, with the flipped learning model there is a need for the instructor to evaluate its use and determine whether changes will be required with each implementation. In this chapter, an overview of the history of the flipped model is presented. In addition, an outline of methods like universal design that can be implemented for learning in flipped classrooms is provided.

INTRODUCTION

Even in the face of the current educational era of accountability with its high stakes testing and scripted curriculum, K-12 teachers and higher education instructors are searching for ways to incorporate technology in order to provide more classroom time for discussions, projects, and student inquiry. All of these techniques are ways to make the classroom more student-centered and move instruction from a transmission model of knowledge to a cooperative, collaborative style of teaching that builds on what students know. Flipped or inverted classrooms have become a hot grassroots topic in education as the model provides an instructional tool that can be adapted to help classroom teachers accomplish all of those student-centered activities. Some teachers may have already heard about the Flipped Classroom model and have decided that it is something they would like to try in order to enhance their teaching as well as improve their students’ interest, involvement, and learning.
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A flipped classroom is one in which the traditional roles of homework and lecture have been reversed or flipped (Lage, Platt, & Treglia, 2000). That is to say that traditional homework is done in class, allowing the teacher to be available for assistance and guidance, while recorded lecture videos are watched at home. In this manner lectures, usually designed to transfer large amounts of information to students, are completed outside the classroom allowing valuable classroom time for application of that information in the form of homework, discussions, projects, or creating connections involving higher order thinking. This model allows for the completion of less engaging activities, that is lectures, at home and the more engaging activities, that is homework, discussions, etc., in the classroom and in the presence of the teacher. Such uses of classroom time might include the use of Universal Design for Learning (UDL) ideas, project based learning, mastery learning, inquiry based learning, and other methods of helping to move students beyond basic knowledge-based learning.

The goal of flipped classrooms is to make the educational process more student-centered and to provide more classroom time for students to engage in meaningful learning while giving teachers more individualized face-to-face time with their students. For those instructors that like the ideas, concepts, and possibilities made achievable by the flipped classroom model, the logical next question is where does one start? The process of implementing a flipped classroom model might vary from one educator to another but there are several steps to consider. This chapter will look at the following questions as steps to consider for putting a flipped classroom into practice.

1. Evaluate why you want to flip your class, what are your goals, what do you hope to gain by flipping your instruction?
2. Evaluate your current teaching style. Do you do a lot of direct lecture with notes or do you use project-based learning, mastery learning, Universal Design for Learning (UDL) methods, inquiry based, scaffolding, etc.? These methods will also be briefly defined and examples provided.
3. What technology resources and skills do you, your school, and your students have in place? This question will address video production, school technology (including one-to-one technology), skills needed, resources available, Learner Management Systems (LMS), and things to consider for flipping a classroom.
4. How much time and patience do you have? With technology things will go wrong so this question gets at how to avoid problems, how to deal with problems that arise, and about being realistic. Be realistic about what you can get done in the time that you have and ask to what extent do you plan to flip? Will it be a lesson, a unit, a class, or even all of your classes?
5. How willing are you to evolve as a teacher and a flipped instructor? This question is related to the question of patience and the fact that the flipped classroom itself will not change who you are and how you teach, but it is a tool that can allow you to teach in drastically different ways.

In the process of answering these questions the experiences and personal insights of the author will be included to provide real world examples from my experiences in flipping my social studies classes. I have taught high school for over fifteen years, taught as an adjunct at the community college level, and currently teach high school social studies, video production, and a dual-credit communications basic course. I have flipped most of my classes in the past year and plan to expand my use of the model in the future. I will continue to include more application of knowledge on the part of my students and to
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